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In this study, the DNA logic computing model is established based on the methods of DNA self-assembly and strand branch mi-
gration. By adding the signal strands, the preprogrammed signals are released with the disintegrating of initial assembly structures. 
Then, the computing results are able to be detected by gel electrophoresis. The whole process is controlled automatically and par-
allely, even triggered by the mixture of input signals. In addition, the conception of single polar and bipolar is introduced into 
system designing, which leads to synchronization and modularization. Recognizing the specific signal DNA strands, the compu-
ting model gives all correct results by gel experiment. 
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In recent years, with the approaching of the Moore’s Law, 
the pressure of traditional electronic computers increased 
greatly for handling mass information. The interests of re-
searchers have been attracted to the area of novel computing. 
Taking advantage of some new methods of quantum and 
molecular computing, researchers attempt to use nano-mate-     
rials and technologies to implement super large scale infor-
mation processing. In particular, DNA computing has be-
come a research focus in molecular computing, combined 
with information science, biology and nanotechnology [1–5]. 
Because the DNA molecules have lots of natural advantages 
in huge parallelism and microscopic, the mass parallel in-
formation processing could be achieved by using DNA 
computing. Thus, DNA computing may become a flourish-
ing route in future computing. In fact, since the end of last 
century, it has made a great progress, both in theoretical 
models and experimental operations of DNA computing. In 

addition, it has developed greatly in the interdisciplinary 
fields of information processing, molecular encoding, na-
nomachines and so on [6–11]. 

In the development of DNA computing, a variety of mo-
lecular operations have been utilized such as polymerase 
chain reaction (PCR), fluorescence techniques, strand branch 
migration and self assembly techniques. In these methods, 
DNA strand branch migration with fluorescent labeling de-
velops rapidly for constructing various molecular compu-
ting models [12–15]. Importantly, Professor Winfree used 
DNA strand branch migration to implement simple square- 
root computing and neural networks computing in 2011. 
These works were reported in Science and Nature, and at-
tracted lots of attentions from researchers in the field of in-
formation computing [4,5]. DNA strand branch migration is 
able to be combined with not only fluorescent detecting and 
DNA self-assembly, but also nano-particles, quantum dots 
and proteins. Moreover, it has promoted the development of 
research fields as parallel computing, cryptography and 
nanoelectronics. 
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In this paper, a DNA logic computing model was con-
structed using strand branch migration, combined with 
DNA self-assembly technology. In general, this model was 
divided into two parts: DNA self-assembly module and 
controller based on strand branch migration. In the process 
of computing, basic computing units were constructed using 
DNA hybridization to form some molecule self-assembly 
structures. Through the input of specific DNA signals, basic 
computing units recognized signals, and then released spe-
cific output signal molecules by strand branch migration. In 
this model, there were several characteristics such as paral-
lel information processing and modular assembly. In partic-
ular, using DNA molecule branch migration, precise com-
puting results were able to be obtained.  

1  The backgrounds 

1.1  DNA self-assembly 

DNA self-assembly structure is formed by hydrogen bond 
and van der waals force between base pairs. According to 
this principle, simple DNA motifs are assembled to com-
plex and hierarchical structures. The whole process is an 
automatic course from simple to complex, from disorder to 
well-regulated. In 1960s, the idea of using DNA single 
strands to assemble tile structures was proposed. Until 
1990s, the idea of DNA self-assembly had been realized by 
professor Seeman, which opened a new door for this area. 
His group constructed many kinds of complex assembly 
structures as quadrangle, loop, and knot [16–18]. Because 
of these researches, Seeman owned Kavli award of nano-
technology in 2010. Another method of DNA self-assembly 
is using a long DNA single strand (M13 bacteriophage) to 
form structures. In this way, the yield of self-assembly 
structures is very high, only with rather lower cost. In 2006, 
Paul Rothemund folded M13 DNA strand and short oligo-
nucleotide staple strands into many kinds of two dimen-
sional shapes [19]. With the development of self-assembly 
techniques, various complex self-assembly structures have 
been established in recent years [20–24].  

1.2  DNA strand branch migration 

DNA strand branch migration is a mechanism of molecules 
self-driving hybridization that makes free energy from ac-
tive to stable states. In the course of migration, the factors 
like the length and sequences of input signal strands play an 
important role, which will control the downstream reaction 
of strand displacement [4,5]. In other words, it is a process 
in which the longer DNA strands have more favorable 
trends to hybridize than that of short strands. The principle 
of DNA strand displacement is illustrated in Figure 1. At 
first, two strands A and B are hybridized with partial com-
plementary regions (the length of strand A is longer than 
strand B). After adding the strand C (totally complementary  

 

Figure 1  The principle of DNA strand branch migration. 

with strand A), the specific recognition regions of strand C 
will react with toe-hold regions of strand A (unhybridized 
regions). In order to make system free energy stable, the 
strand C will gradually occupy the binding site of strand A, 
and displace strand B at the same time. By highly specific 
recognition, this process can be triggered in parallel and in 
multiple levels. Therefore, with the rapid development of 
DNA nanotechnology, DNA branch migration has become 
an attractive focus in the DNA computing research [12–14].  

2  Experimental methods 

2.1  Computing model structure and DNA sequence 
design 

In the last century, Boolean operation was utilized to im-
plement logic computing, and the logical calculus was also 
successfully constructed. In 1930s, logic computing is ap-
plied to the fields of circuit and system. In traditional logi-
cal circuits, data is processed by a series of binary system 
electronic information: a lower and a higher voltage. With 
the development of microelectronic technology and com-
puter, a variety of complicated super-large systems have 
been established. However, until now, the basic computing 
process is still accomplished by logic computing. In 2011, 
Nature reports the special introduction of DNA logical op-
erator. Therefore, no matter in computer science or other 
related fields, it is significant to use natural molecules to 
simulate logic computing.  

In this experiment, two basic logic computing model 
(“AND” and “OR”) are implemented by DNA strand branch 
migration. The “AND” and “OR” logic modules are con-
structed by single polar and bipolar strand displacements 
respectively, which are carried out by a series of experi-
ments. The specific methods are as follows. 

(1) The design of logic computing model based on strand 
branch migration. In the course of establishing logic compu-
ting models, there are two main aspects: DNA self-assembly 
structure and DNA sequence design. Firstly, the DNA self- 
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assembly structure is designed according to the computing 
principle, which includes the design of recognition sites and 
hidden non-signal regions. Secondly, the appropriate DNA 
sequences are carefully designed based on lots of con-
straints. In the process of DNA sequence designing, false 
polymers and mismatches should be avoided. In addition, 
according to the differences of computing methods and 
principles, related DNA self-assembly structure should be 
constructed. Particularly, in the course of designing, the 
methods of computer aided encodings are also important. 

In the “AND” self-assembly computing system, to carry 
out the modular design and the reaction of strand displace-
ment, the main structure is constituted by two kinds of 
strands, which are a long structural strand A and two signal 
recognition strands (ab and cd) (Figure 2). Using the meth-
od of single-polar strand displacement, the input signal 
strand ab-1 or cd-1 can only hybridize with a single signal 
recognition strand ab or cd respectively. The long structural 
strand A is made of 20 bp (two sections, labeled by yellow 
and red), binding two signal recognition strands ab and cd 
together. Additionally, strands ab and cd consist of two sec-
tions, which are the structural region (b and c) and the 
recognition region (a and b). In this experiment, the se-
quences of two regions are designed respectively. The 
structural region, a frame of the computing system, is not 
allowed to disassemble randomly, and its length is set to be 
10 bp. On the other hand, the length of the recognition re-
gion is set about 6 to 7 bp. This region, the key site of strand 
displacement, plays an important role in specific hybridiza-
tion and recognition. As shown in Figure 2, the comple-
mentary sequences are represented by the same colors.  

Similarly, the “OR” self-assembly system is established 
by strand displacement to implement computing. Different 
from the “AND” logic system, the method of bipolar strand 
displacement is introduced in the “OR” logic system (Figure 

3). In other words, two different recognition regions (e and 
h) are able to be simultaneously activated. In this system, 
the structural strand B and recognition regions (e, f, g, h) are 
employed. In addition, the concept of mixture signals is also 
introduced into the experiment. That is to say, an input sig-
nal consists of various mixed signal strands, such as signal 3 
(strands ef-1 and eg-1) and signal 4 (strands fh-1 and gh-1). 
After displacing, the reaction results are made of some 
complementary double-stranded DNA and single-stranded 
DNA. 

(2) The strand displacement process triggered by input-
ting signal strands. The related input signal strands are add-
ed in different logic computing modules. Then, different 
output strands or structures are released according to the 
recognition between specific DNA strands (Figures 2 and 3).  

(3) The detection of computing results. By detecting 
PAGE gel, the computing results are obtained from the con-
structed logic computing models. 

2.2  The methods and materials 

(1) The experimental methods. Logic computing models are 
formed by adding various DNA strands under slow anneal-
ing. The specific methods are shown as follows. In the 
course of constructing DNA logic computing models, vari-
ous equimolar DNA strands are added to a final concentra-
tion of 1 pmol/ L, in TAE/Mg2+ buffer. The mixture is hy-
bridized under the reaction condition of 95°C for 4 min, 
65°C for 30 min, 50°C for 30 min, 37°C for 30 min, and 
22°C for 30 min. Then, the obtained products are detected 
by PAGE. During the course of strand branch migration, all 
reactions are produced in 1×PBS buffer. In addition, the 
input DNA strands and DNA logic modules are mixed and 
react for over 6 h at room temperature. At the end of the 
reactions, the products are preserved at 4°C. 

 

Figure 2  The principle of “AND” computing system.  
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Figure 3  The principle of “OR” computing system. 

(2) The experimental reagents. All DNA strands were 
synthesized from Shanghai Sangon and purified by PAGE. 
DNA sequences in the experiment are shown in Table 1. 

The main reagents are as follows: Tris, Na2EDTA, eth-
idium bromide (EB), acrylamide, N,N′-Methylenebisacry-     
lamide, ammonium persulfate, TEMED and Stain all were 
bought from Sigma-Aldrich Co. LLC. DNA marker (20 bp 
ladder and 50 bp ladder), and bromophenol blue were from 
TaKaRa biotechnology Co. LTD. 10×PBS buffer was from 
solarbio bioscience and technology Co. LTD. TAE/ Mg2+ 
buffer (0.04 mol L1 Tris acetate, 1 mmol L1 EDTA, 12.5 
mmol L1 Mg acetate, pH 8.3), and the 500 mL mother liq-
uor of acrylamide at the concentration of 45% (217 g 
acrylamide and 8 g N,N′-Methylenebisacrylamide). 

3  Results 

In this work, the computing results were detected by PAGE 
electrophoresis. Because the speeds of assembly polymers 
in gel changes with the various DNA self-assembly struc-

tures, it was easier to obtain the computing results from gels 
by directly analyzing DNA bands. 

In the “AND” computing module, there were four condi-
tions should be considered, as no signal, signal 1, signal 2 
and signals (1, 2). (1) When there was no signal added, the 
structures of DNA self-assembly did not have any change. 
(2) When signal 1 (ab-1) was added, the DNA strands ab 
were displaced by specific recognition of strand regions a. 
(3) When signal 2 (cd-1) was added, the DNA strands cd 
were completely displaced through specific recognition of 
strand regions d. (4) Both signals (1, 2) were added. The 
specific recognitions occurred at the same time in regions a 
and d. Then, strand A was fully released from the self-as-     
sembly structures. In the structure design principle, only 
when both signals 1 and 2 were added together, the initial 
DNA self-assembly structures would disintegrate. From 
PAGE gel results (Figure 4), lanes 1 to 5 displayed various 
DNA bands of different assembly polymers, and lanes 6 to 
10 indicated the computing results. The gel place marked by 
blue arrow was the gel band of initial self-assembly poly-
mers. The computing results was able to be analyzed from  

Table 1  DNA sequences 

Name Sequence (5′ to 3′) Name Sequence (5′ to 3′) 

A TCTGGCACTATGACAAGCGA efh CTAATCACCCTGCTTCGGAACTGG 

ab TAGTGCCAGAGGTATCC ef-1 CCAGTTCCGAAGCAGGG 

ab-1 GGATACCTCTGGCACTA eg-1 CCAGTTCAATGCGTATG 

cd ATTCATCTCGCTTGTCA egh CTAATCACATACGCATTGAACTGG 

cd-1 TGACAAGCGAGATGAAT fh-1 CGAAGCAGGGTGATTAG 

B CGAAGCAGGGAATGCGTATG gh-1 AATGCGTATGTGATTAG 
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Figure 4  The gel results of “AND” logic computing (DNA markers in 
lane 7). 

the place indicated by the reddish orange arrow, where was 
the position of strand A gel band. By detecting, only lane 10 
produced the gel band of strand A (truth-value, both signals 
1 and 2 were added). Compared with lanes 6, 8 and 9 in the 
same place on gel picture, there were no gel band released 
(false-value).  

In Figure 4, the initial self-assembly polymer was dis-
played in lane 6. At first, by comparing strand A in Lane 3, 
there was no other strands existing in lanes 8 and 9. How-
ever, the strands of DNA dimmers were produced in lane 3, 
which had slower speeds than strand A. On the other hand, 
after adding signals 1 and 2, the new strand was generated 
in lane 10, and had almost the same speed with strand A. 
Thus, it turned out that this new strand was the released 
signal. 

Similarly, in the module of “OR” computing, there were 
also four input conditions: no signal, signal 3, signal 4 and 
signal (3 and 4). Different from “AND” computing, the 
signals here were mixed DNA strands, which would dis-
place with specific recognition regions individually. (1) No 
inputs, no changes happened in initial assembly structures. 
(2) When signal 3 (mixtures of strands ef-1 and eg-1) was 
added, the displacements happened in the recognition re-
gions e both of strands efh and egh. (3) When signal 4 
(mixtures of strands fh-1 and gh-1) was added, the strands 
of efh and egh were also completely displaced. (4) When 
both signals 3 and 4 were added, all specific recognition 
regions e and h were activated with the initial self-assembly 

structure disintegrating. In principle, adding any of signals 3 
or 4 would lead to disassembling of initial DNA polymers. 
In gel results (Figure 5), lanes 5 to 8 indicated results of 
“OR” computing. When no signal was input, the assembly 
structures were kept as initial conditions (blue arrow in lane 
5). However, when any of signals 3 or 4 were added, the 
displacements happened with the whole initial structures 
disintegrated. After disassembling, for those produced as-
sembly polymers, the gel speeds increased greatly (indicat-
ed by the reddish orange arrow). By analyzing gel results, 
the initial assembly products in lanes 3 to 5 were disinte-
grated (any of input signals 6 or 8 leads to truth-value). Af-
ter detecting, all experimental results were in accordance 
with expectation.  

4  Discussion 

In this paper, a DNA logic computing model was constructed 
using strand branch migration, combined with DNA self- 
assembly technology. In general, this model consisted of 
two parts: DNA self-assembly module and triggering mod-
ule based on strand displacement. By adding specific DNA 
signal molecules, initial self-assembly structures were dis-
integrated via DNA strand displacement, and other specific 
output signal molecules were produced accordingly. Compared 
with previous computing models, there are several main  

 

Figure 5  The gel results of “OR” logic computing (DNA markers in lane 1). 
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characteristics in this study as follows: (1) Spontaneous 
reacting of DNA strand displacement at room temperature. 
The whole reaction of DNA strand displacement was car-
ried out at room temperature, so it avoided having denatur-
ing influence on other self-assembly structures. In this way, 
the accuracy of experimental results was guaranteed. (2) 
The applications of single-polar and bipolar strand dis-
placement. Since the method of strand displacement was 
utilized, information processing could be implemented by 
modular self-assembly in parallel. Therefore, there were 
several advantages for such designing. First, modularization 
of signal strands design. In this work, the different recog-
nizing regions were designed just by changing a few of 
short DNA ends, while the main structural frame regions 
did not change at all. It was very convenient for large scale 
designing. Second, different computing modules were able 
to be triggered by the same signal strands. It would be bene-
ficial for constructing various computing modules with just 
a few signal strands. Finally, the input signal information 
was constituted not only of a single kind of strands, but also 
some kinds of mixed strands. (3) The high accuracy of de-
tecting experimental results. In this model, the disintegrat-
ing of self-assembly structures would lead to the varying of 
electrophoresis mobility of DNA polymers. Thus, the com-
puting results were able to be detected by the positions of 
different electrophoresis bands. After a series of experi-
mental operations, this logic computing model was imple-
mented precisely by the input of specific signal DNA 
strands. 

However, there were still some difficulties in the course 
of constructing model. Firstly, DNA coding design in the 
complex system was a major problem in this study. Because 
the method of bipolar strand displacement was utilized, how 
to design highly efficient DNA sequence was a key problem 
to be considered. In previous designs, the main target was to 
decrease the similarities between DNA sequences. However, 
in this work, two DNA displacement strands (such as strands 
ef-1 and eg-1) had the same specific recognition sites. 
Therefore, it was more difficult to design the qualified DNA 
code with little false base pairs than before. Secondly, it is 
difficult for those mixed signal strands to recognize with 
each other. Because many kinds signal strands reacted at the 
same time, it is very important to find suitable control con-
ditions to improve specific signal recognitions. Thirdly, the 
detection method of PAGE gel was rather simple to some 
extent. Finally, the brightness of released strand was lower. 
Two possible reasons are as follows: (1) double strand DNA 
has stronger capability of coloring than single strand DNA. 
(2) the lower efficiency of strand branch migration. How-
ever, all initial self-assembly polymers were transferred into 
other smaller polymers, which demonstrated high efficiency 
of strand branch migration. Therefore, the answer for lower 
brightness of released strand may be reason (1). In the fu-
ture, multiple detection methods [26–28] should be intro-
duced, as combining with fluorescent labeling, atomic force 

microscope, and nanoparticles etc.  
Although there are some insufficiencies in this study, the 

successful implementation of molecular computing model 
provides the evidences that: this model has a potential abil-
ity to solve complicated problems. In addition, it provides a 
way to other related fields such as computer science, nano-
technology and cryptography. With the advancing of mo-
lecular computing theory and experiment, it can be expected 
that DNA computing will play significant roles in solving 
difficult computing problems.  
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